Good Duck

From: Aaron Tabors <Aaron.Tabors@gmail.com>
To: Aaron Tabors <Aaron.Tabors@gmail.com>, jheath@earthlink.net, jholmes@earthlink.net, stuwol@gmail.com, pm@midco.net, slen@outlook.com, juellis@yahoo.com

Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2013 18:37:23 -0700
Subject: Fwd: some luck

Good luck!

Once on an island sometimes there are these two guys
they have bad luck some days, but sometimes they turn it around so that
they have good luck.
They count ducks all day
funny how life works sometime
you can have all the luck in the world one day and the next you got nothing
you're living on an island
counting ducks with another guy.

I have lived through enough to know that there is a reason to having good luck. You can obtain the secret too! Just read this
ensemble message and you will know all that it takes to benefit from the magic moments in life.

Sometimes you find yourself on the floor
Some days your face is on the phone
Frequently there is not any time for either

Follow the method I have developed and your eyes will be opened to unending, phenomenal luck!

Trust me - it's easy - you won't be let down.
It's REAL

Spread the luck around to your friends and neighbors
You will be given back more than you would ever dream

Most of you may have tried many methods before searching for a new one
you are not alone.
I searched for years and came up fruitless and penniless every time
my perseverance stayed in tact, however
I knew there was an exciting hole in the wall somewhere
At first, I used to drive around talking on my phone, and now you can't do that anymore. That gave me the best feeling. Now it is a universal problem. I used to run in the morning, and sometimes at night. The cement on my shoes was always too harsh on my knees. Despite my trouble with my environment

The trap I had unintentionally set for myself was the hidden vacuum in space that we all need.

An old saying goes:

A man wakes up early in the morning to hunt ducks
the water is so clear that morning
He sees fish swimming around the pebbles and rocks
near the overgrown grass

I followed the story closely, and came up with the process I am going to share
With you now. You are sometimes not aware within your own life.

In moments of clarity watch the wheels turn on all vehicles

The secret is when you are alone
Take a minute to look at the floor
if you see a face and it is smiling
You will have good luck for many years to come!
if it is an angry face you must quickly enter another room
There you must look at the ground until you find a corner

After finding a face
go out to the garden and walk 7 paces North
then venture 5 paces to the left
continue to your other right 2 steps
You must dig a hole there.
the dimensions are 14 inches long, 5 inches wide, and 8 inches deep
after you are done digging, turn your head to see if anyone is looking
take off your shoes and socks and then
place your foot in the hole
call 4 friends from where you are standing
and you will have the best of luck!!!
remember to email them this message later

PASS IT FORWARD!

There are no side effects
Pure luck over unrelenting strategy
You will persevere
You will survive
Look at the floor and you will see faces